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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn dL, dL-E, dL-E-J , deLaubenfels et al. studied C8-scalar operators,
regularized scalar operators, and their connection with semigroups and
Schrodinger operators. One more interesting paper by deLaubenfels andÈ
w xVu is dL-V , in which the authors produced closed nontrivial invariant
 .subspaces for a closed linear operator possibly unbounded , on a Banach
space, that might be embedded between decomposable operators on
spaces with weaker and stronger topologies. Hence their paper established
a link between the existence of nontrivial invariant subspaces for an
operator and the local spectral theory. The present paper will consider the
relationship between the theory of semigroups and local spectral theory by
giving an affirmative answer to the open question whether the spectral
  .4decomposition property of some operators of the semigroup T t t ) 0
implies the same property of its generator A, and a negative answer to the
converse.
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w x  .It was proved in N1, Theorem 1 that if T t had the single valued
extension property for some t ) 0, then so had A; conversely, if A had
 .this property, then so had T t for every t ) 0. The results produced in the
w xpresent paper are developments of N1, Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 .
 .Throughout, X is a Banach space and B X is the algebra of all
 .bounded linear operators on X. All operators on X are linear and r A ,
 .s A are respectively the resolvent set and spectrum of the closed linear
 .operator possibly unbounded A.
In Section 2 we study the Abel ergodic properties for a pseudo-resolvent
 .R ? as the independent variable approaches infinity. In Section 3 we apply
the results proved in Section 2 to locally integrable semigroups and
establish a decomposition for these semigroups. In Section 4 we prove our
main theorem mentioned in the first paragraph. In our last Section 5 some
examples are given.
 .Note that the Abel ergodic properties for R ? as the independent
w xvariable approaches zero have been studied in W-E1 .
2. ABEL ERGODIC PROPERTIES FOR
PSEUDO-RESOLVENTS
 .  .A B X -valued function R ? defined on an open set V : C is called a
pseudo-resol¨ ent if it satisfies
R m y R l s l y m R m R l , ;m , l g V . 2.1 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .   ..   ..For a pseudo-resolvent R ? , it is easy to show that Im R l and ker R l
are independent of l g V.
Define the operators
Q x ' s-lim lR l x ; .s lª`
Q x ' w-lim lR l x , .w lª`
 .whenever the limits exist, where s- resp. w- stands for the limit in the
 .  .strong resp. weak topology. When the s-lim resp. w-lim exists for all
 .  .x g X, R ? is called strongly resp. weakly Abel ergodic.
By definition, both Q and Q are idempotent on their domains ands w
ker Q s ker Q s ker R l ; 2.2 .  .  .  . .s w
Im Q : Im Q : Im R l . 2.3 .  .  .  . .s w
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 .THEOREM 2.1. Let R ? be a pseudo-resol¨ ent on an unbounded open set
V ; C. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .   . .i Im Q s Im R l resp. Im Q s Im R l . .  . .  .s w
 .ii For all x g X,
s-lim R l x s 0 resp. w-lim R l x s 0 2.4 .  .  . .lª` lª`
and there exist a neighborhood d of ` and M ) 0 so that
5 5 5 5lR l x F M x , ;l g d l V , x g Im R l . 2.5 .  .  . .
 .  .   .2 .   ..iii Inequality 2.5 holds and Im R l is dense in Im R l in the
norm topology of X.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. i « ii . Since Im Q is closed by i , 2.5 follows by thez
 .uniform-boundedness principle, where z stands for s or w. Set R ' R l ,0 0
where l g V is fixed. Then0
Q R x s z-lim lR l R x .z 0 lª` 0
y1s z-lim l l y l R x y R l x .  .lª` 0 0
y1s R x y z-lim l l y l R l x , ; x g X . 2.6 .  .  .0 ª` 0
 .  .From Q R x s R x, 2.4 follows. Part ii is proved.z 0 0
 .  .  .ii « iii . With R defined as above, from 2.4 , we have0
z-lim lR l R x .lª` 0
y1s z-lim l l y l R x y R l x s R x , ; x g X . .  .lª` 0 0 0
 2 .  .Hence Im R is dense in Im R at least in the weak topology of X. Part0 0
 .  2 .iii follows by the convexity of Im R .0
 .  .  2 . 2  .iii « i . For x g Im R , there is y g X so that x s R y. Then 2.50 0
implies
s-lim lR l x s s-lim lR l R2 y .  .lª` lª` 0
y1s s-lim l l y l R y R l R y .  .lª` 0 0 0
s R2 y s x ,0
 2 .  .  .that is, Q x s x. Im R being dense in Im R , 2.5 implies that Q x s xs 0 0 s
 .  .for all x g Im R . Hence Im Q = Im R . This, together with 2.3 , .  .0 s 0
 .gives i .
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 .  .  .COROLLARY 2.2. If one of i , ii , and iii of Theorem 2.1 is true, then
Q s Q ands w
D Q s ker Q [ Im Q s ker R l [ Im R l . 2.7 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .s s s
 .Proof. Assume that i of Theorem 2.1 is true. Then Q s Q by thes w
 .  .  .  .equivalence of i and iii . Since Q s Q is idempotent, 2.7 is as w
 .  .consequence of i and 2.2 .
 .COROLLARY 2.3. If R ? satisfies
5 5lim sup lR l - `, 2.8 .  .lª`
 .  .then Q s Q is bounded and D Q is closed and satisfies 2.7 .s w s
 .  .Proof. The conclusion follows from the fact that 2.8 implies ii of
Theorem 2.1 and the boundedness of Q .s
w xIn Y, Theorem 2.4 , it was proved that for a multivalued linear operator
A, if
y15 5lim sup l l y A - `, .lª`
 .  .then Q s Q are bounded and D Q is closed and satisfies 2.7 . For thes w s
definition of a multivalued linear operator see the beginning of Section 3
w xor F-Y, Y . Properties for this kind of operator can be found in these
references.
The following example shows that our Corollary 2.3 is a slight general-
ization of that theorem.
 . 2  .EXAMPLE 2.4. Let T g B X satisfy T / 0, T s 0. Define R l s T
 .for all l g C. Then R ? is a pseudo-resolvent on C. Assume there is a
 .y1  .multivalued linear operator A so that l y A s R l . Then A s l y
y1 y1  wT depends on l, where T is a multivalued linear operator see F-Y,
x w x.  .Theorem 2.3 ; Y, Theorem 2.1 . Hence R ? cannot be the pseudo-
resolvent of a multivalued linear operator.
 .THEOREM 2.5. Let R ? be a pseudo-resol¨ ent on the unbounded open set
V : C. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i R ? is strongly Abel ergodic.
 .  .ii R ? is weakly Abel ergodic.
 .  .iii Inequality 2.5 holds and for each x g X there is a sequence
 .l ª ` so that w-lim l R l exists.n nª` n n
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 .  .  .When one of i , ii , or iii is true, we ha¨e
X s D Q s D Q .  .s w
s ker Q [ Im Q s ker R l [ Im R l . 2.9 .  .  .  .  . .  .s s
 .  .  .Proof. The implications i « ii « iii are clear. We now prove the
 .  .  .implication iii « i . Given x g X. Let x ' w-lim l R l x, x '1 nª` n n 2
x y x . Then1
R l x s w-lim l R l R l x .  .  .1 nª` n n
y1s w-lim l l y l R l y R l x .  .  .nª` n n n
s R l x . 2.10 .  .
 .Hence x g ker R l . Since x g Im R l , one has . .2 1
X s ker R l q Im R l . 2.11 .  .  . .  .
2 .   . .The first equality in 2.10 implies that Im R l is dense in Im R l in . .
 .the norm topology of X, hence iii of Theorem 2.1 holds. Decomposition
 .  .2.11 and Corollary 2.2 now yield 2.9 .
3. DECOMPOSITION FOR LOCALLY
INTEGRABLE SEMIGROUPS
In this section we establish a direct sum decomposition for locally
integrable semigroups in terms of the results in Section 2.
w xThe following definition can be found in F-Y, p. 357; Y, p. 388 .
A mapping A from X into 2 X is called a multi¨ alued linear operator on
 .  < 4X if the domain D A s x x g X, Ax / B is a linear subspace of X
and A satisfies:
 .  .  .1 Ax q Ay : A x q y , ; x, y g D A .
 .  .  .2 a Ax : A a x , ;a , x g D A .
 .  <  .4Im A s D Ax x g D A is called the range of A.
  .4  .DEFINITION 3.1. A family T t ; B X is called a locally inte-t ) 0
grable semigroup if it satisfies:
 .  .  .  .1 T s q t s T s T t for all s, t ) 0.
 .  .2 For every x g X, the X-valued function t ¬ T t is Bochner
integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure over every bounded
 .subinterval of 0, ` .
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It is well known that a locally integrable semigroup is strongly continu-
 .  w x.ous on 0, ` see S . Let v be the type of the locally integrable0
  .4semigroup T t , that is,t ) 0
y1 5 5v ' inf t log T t t ) 0 . . 40
Then y` F v - `. For x g X and l g C with Re l ) v , the Bochner0 0
integral
`
yl tR l x ' e T t x dt 3.1 .  .  .H
0
 .  .exists and defines a bounded linear operator R l on X. R ? is clearly
 < 4a pseudo-resolvent on l l g C, Re l ) v . It is called the pseudo-0
  .4resol¨ ent of T t .t ) 0
w xIn the spirit of T, Definition 3.1; W, Definition 2.3 , we introduce the
following.
  .4DEFINITION 3.2. Let T t be a locally integrable semigroup. Thet ) 0
  .4generator A of T t ist ) 0
t
<D A ' x x g X , ' y g X so that T t x y x s T s y ds, ; t ) 0 ; .  .  .H 5
0
t
<Ax ' y y g X satisfies T t x y x s T s y ds , ; x g D A . .  .  .H 5
0
3.2 .
  .4Since T t may be degenerate, A is, in general, a multivalued lineart ) 0
operator.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume A is the generator of the locally integrable
  .4semigroup T t . Then the following hold.t ) 0
 .    .. < 41 A0 s F ker T t t ) 0 .
 .  .2 For sequences x g D A , y g Ax , if x ª x, y ª y, then x gn n n n n
 .D A and y g Ax.
 . t  .  .3 For e¨ery x g X, H T s x ds g D A and0
t
T t x y x g A T s x ds. 3.3 .  .  .H
0
 . t  .Proof. 1 By definition, y g A0 if and only if H T s y ds s 0 if and0
 .only if T t y s 0 for all t ) 0, as desired.
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 .2 Take the limit in the equality
t
T t x y x s T s y ds .  .Hn n n
0
to obtain
t
T t x y x s T s y ds. .  .H
0
 .Hence x g D A and y g Ax.
 .3 For all x g X, t ) 0, we have
t t
T s T ¨ x d¨ y T ¨ x d¨ .  .  .H H
0 0
tqs t
s y T ¨ x d¨ .H H
s 0
s stqs
s y T ¨ x d¨s T ¨ T t x y x d¨ . .  .  .H H H
t 0 0
t  .  .  .Hence H T ¨ x d¨ g D A and 3.3 holds.0
 .PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume A and R ? are the generator and pseudo-
  .4resol¨ ent of the locally integrable semigroup T t , respecti¨ ely. Thent ) 0
 .  .y1  .l g r A and l y A s R l for all l g C with Re l ) v .0
 .  .Proof. From 3.1 , the uniqueness of the Laplace transform, and 1 of
  ..  .Proposition 3.3 it follows that x g ker R l if and only if T t x s 0 for
  ..all t ) 0 if and only if x g A0. Hence ker R l s A0. This implies that
 .  .  .R l A is univalent. Let x g D A and y satisfy the equality in 3.2 . Then
`
yl tlR l x y x s l e T t x y x dt .  .H
0
` tyl ts l e T s y ds dt s R l y s R l Ax. .  .  .H H
0 0
 . .This gives us x s R l l y A x.
Now assume x g X. From
`t t tyl rT s lR l x y x ds s l e T r T s x ds dr y T s x ds .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
` `
yl r yl rs T t e T r x dr y e T r x dr .  .  .H H
0 0
s T t R l x y R l x , .  .  .
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 .  .  .  .it follows that R l x g D A and lR l x y x g AR l x, or equivalently,
 .  . w x  .x g l y A R l x. From F-Y, Theorem 2.3 and p. 358 , l g r A and
y1 .  .l y A s R l .
  ..  .From Proposition 3.4 and its proof, A0 s ker R l and D A s
  ..Im R l .
For a multivalued linear operator A and a closed subspace Y of X, the
operator A9, defined by
<D A9 s x x g D A l Y , Ax l Y / B ; 4 .  .
A9x s Ax l Y , ; x g D A9 .
is called the part of A in Y. Clearly, A9 is, in general, a multivalued linear
operator on Y. A9 is univalent if and only if A9x l Y is a singleton for
 .every x g D A9 .
  .4  .Let us recall that a semigroup T t is of class A if it is stronglyt ) 0
 .  . w xcontinuous on 0, ` and s-lim lR l x s x for all x g X H-P, p. 322 .lª`
  .4  .THEOREM 3.5. Let T t be a locally integrable semigroup, R ? thet ) 0
  .4  .pseudo-resol¨ ent of T t . If R ? satisfies the equi¨ alent conditions int ) 0
  .4Theorem 2.1, then the restriction of T t to Im R l is a semigroup of . .t ) 0
 .class A and the generator of the restriction is the part of A in Im R l . . .
 .Proof. From i of Theorem 2.1,
x s s-lim lR l x 3.4 .  .lª`
 .  . <for every x g Im R l ' Z. Denote T t ' T t Z. The strong conti- . . 0
  .4  .   .4nuity of T t , together with 3.4 , shows that T t is a semigroup0 t ) 0 0 t ) 0
 .of class A .
  .4 wLet A9 be the generator of T t . By a proof similar to dL-S-W,0 t ) 0
x  .Proposition 2.6 , x g D A9 if and only if there exists y g Z so that
t
T t x y x s T s y ds .  .H0 0
0
 .and A9x s y when x g D A9 . Compare this with Definition 3.2 to con-
clude that A9 is the part of A in Z.
  .4For the locally integrable semigroup T t , if its pseudo-resolvent ist ) 0
 .   .4strongly resp. weakly Abel ergodic, then we say that so is T t .t ) 0
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  .4  .THEOREM 3.6. Let T t be a locally integrable semigroup and R ?t ) 0
  .4the pseudo-resol¨ ent of T t . Then the following are equi¨ alent.t ) 0
 .   .4  .i T t is strongly resp. weakly Abel ergodic.t ) 0
 .  .ii Inequality 2.5 holds and for e¨ery x g X there is a sequence
 .l ª ` so that w-lim l R l x exists.n nª` n n
 .   .4iii X is the direct sum of two closed subspaces X , X and T t1 2 t ) 0
can be written as a direct sum of the zero semigroup on X and a semigroup of1
 .class A on X .2
 .When iii holds,
X s ker R l ; X s Im R l . 3.5 .  .  . .  .1 2
 .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii has been proved in Theorem 2.5.
 .  .   ..The implication i « iii follows by setting X ' ker R l , X '1 2
Im R l and applying Theorem 3.5. It remains to prove the implica- . .
 .  .  .  . <  .  . <tion iii « i . Let T t ' T t X for t ) 0 and let R l ' R l X0 2 0 2
  .4  .  .for l ) v . Since T t is of class A , lR l x ª x for all x g X .0 0 t ) 0 0 2
 .  4  .This, together with the decomposition T t s 0 [ T t , clearly implies0
 .   .4the existence of s-lim lR l x for all x g X. Hence T t islª` t ) 0
  ..  .strongly Abel ergodic, and its restriction to ker R l resp. Im R l is . .
  ..the zero semigroup resp. a semigroup of class A by Theorems 2.5 and
 .3.5. Equation 3.5 is a direct consequence of these facts.
  .4  .COROLLARY 3.7. Assume T t , R ? satisfy the equi¨ alent conditionst ) 0
  .4  .in Theorem 2.1. Then T t is of class A if and only if one of thet ) 0
following holds.
 .   ..  41 ker R l s 0 .
 .2 For e¨ery x g X there is a sequence l ª ` so that w-n
 .lim l R l x s x.nª` n n
Proof. Necessity is clear. Sufficiency is a direct consequence of Theo-
 .rem 3.6 ii .
  .4COROLLARY 3.8. If the locally integrable semigroup T t satisfiest ) 0
 .   .42.8 and X is reflexi¨ e, then T t is the direct sum of the zero semigroupt ) 0
  ..  .on ker R l and a semigroup of class A on Im R l . . .
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4. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION FOR SEMIGROUPS
In this section we prove our main theorem.
A closed operator A has the single valued extension property abbrev.
.  .SVEP , if the zero D A -valued analytic function f is the only solution of
 .  .the equation l y A f l s 0 on every open set V : C.
 .An operator A has the spectral decomposition property abbrev. SDP if
 4for every finite open cover G , G , . . . , G of the complex plane with G a0 1 n 0
 .neighborhood of ` and G j s 0, 1, . . . , n bounded, there are closedj
subspaces X , X , . . . , X invariant under A so that0 1 n
X s X q X q ??? qX ;0 1 n
<s A X ; G j s 0, 1, . . . , n . 4.1 .  . .j j
wWhen A is bounded, A is decomposable if it has the SDP by E-W2,
x  .  .Corollary 6.5 . In the decomposition 4.1 , X j s 0, 1, . . . , n can bej
 w x w x.chosen to be spectral maximal spaces of A see A , E-W2, N2 . We shall
use the terminology SDP for both bounded and unbounded operators. It is
well known that if an operator has the SDP, then it has the SVEP.
 . w xAnother important property for closed operators is property b B ,
w x  .E-W1 . The operator A has property b if for every open set V : C and
 .  .  .every sequence of analytic functions f : V ¬ D A such that l y A f ln n
 .ª 0 uniformly on compact subsets of V, then f l ª 0 on compactn
w xsubsets of V. The following important result was proved in E-W1 .
THEOREM 4.1. Assume A is a closed and densely defined operator on X.
 .Then A has the SDP if and only if both A and A* ha¨e property b .
  .4  .Now assume T t is a semigroup of class A with generator A, andt ) 0
 .  .T ? x is Bochner integrable on every bounded subinterval of 0, ` for
every x g X. Then
t
l tys.R l x s e T s x ds, ; x g X .  .Ht
0
 .defines a bounded linear operator R l on X for every t ) 0 and l g C,t
and
l y A R l x s elt x y T t x , ; x g X , t ) 0, and l g C; 4.2 .  .  .  .t
R l l y A x s elt x y T t x , ; x g D A , t ) 0, and l g C. .  .  .  .l
4.3 .
 .We shall need 4.3 .
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  .4  .PROPOSITION 4.2. Assume T t is a semigroup of class A so thatt ) 0
 .  .T ? x is Bochner integrable on e¨ery bounded subinter¨ al of 0, ` for e¨ery
 .  .x g X. If T t has property b for some t ) 0, then its generator A has the0 0
same property.
 .Proof. Let V : C be open and let f : V ¬ D A be a sequence ofn
 .  .analytic functions so that l y A f l ª 0 uniformly on compact subsetsn
 .of V. By 4.3 ,
lt0e y T t f l s R l l y A f l ª 0 4.4 .  .  .  .  .  .0 n t n0
uniformly on compact subsets of V. Given l g V. Denote m ' el0 t0.0 0
Then there is a neighborhood d of l in V and a neighborhood d of m1 0 2 0
 . lt0and a conformal mapping h from d to d so that m s h l s e . From1 2
 .4.4 , we have
y1m y T t f h m ª 0 .  . .0 n
 .  .uniformly on compact subsets of d . Since T t has property b , it2 0
 y1 ..follows that f h m ª 0 uniformly on compact subsets of d . Thisn 2
 .implies that f l ª 0 uniformly on compact subsets of d . An applicationn 1
 .of the Heine]Borel theorem shows that A has property b .
  .4  .We now consider the dual semigroup of T t of class A with thet ) 0
 .  .property as in Proposition 4.2. Similar to 4.2 , 4.3 , we have
l y A* R l *y s elt y y T t *y , ; y g X*, l g C; 4.5 .  .  .  .t
R l * l y A* y s elt y y T t *y , ; y g D A* , l g C. 4.6 .  .  .  .  .t
 .  .As an example we prove 4.6 which will be needed later. Let x g D A ,
 .y g X*. From 4.2 ,
 lt :  lt :x , e y y T t *y s e x y T t x , y .  .
 :  :s R l l y A x , y s l y A x , R l *y . .  .  .  .t t
 .  . :This implies that l y A x, R l *y defines a bounded linear functionalt
 .  .  .on D A , therefore R l *y g D A* andt
 :  :l y A x , R l *y s x , l y A* R l *y . .  .  .  .t t
 .Equation 4.6 follows.
 .From 4.6 , the following ``dual'' of Proposition 4.2 is clear.
  .4  .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let T t be as in Proposition 4.2. If T t * hast ) 0 0
 .property b for some t ) 0, then A* has the same property.0
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 .THEOREM 4.4. With the same hypotheses as in Proposition 4.2, if T t0
has the SDP for some t ) 0, then the generator A has the same property.0
 .  .  .Proof. From Theorem 4.1, both T t and T t * have property b ;0 0
hence A, A* have the same property by Propositions 4.2, 4.3, respectively.
Thus A has the SDP by Theorem 4.1 again.
 .Recall that a closed subspace Y of X is hyperinvariant under T g B X ,
 .if it is invariant under all operators S g B X that commute with T. It is
well known that every spectral maximal space of T is hyperinvariant under
 w x.T see Fo .
The following lemma is evident.
 .LEMMA 4.5. Let T , S g B X be commutati¨ e. Suppose that the closed
subspace Y of X is hyperin¨ariant under T. Then the restrictions of T , S to Y
are commutati¨ e.
w x  .  .In C-F, Proposition 2.1.8 , it was proved that if T g B Y i s 1, 2i i
 .have the SDP, then T [ T g B Y [ Y has the SDP, where the Y1 2 1 2 i
 .i s 1, 2 are Banach spaces. We now prove the converse.
 .PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume T g B X , X s Y [ Y , and Y , Y are1 2 1 2
<  .closed subspaces in¨ariant under T. If T has the SDP, then T Y i s 1, 2i
ha¨e the SDP.
 4Proof. By definition, for every open cover G , . . . , G of C, there are0 n
spectral maximal spaces X , . . . , X of T so that0 n
X s X q ??? qX ; 4.7 .0 n
<s T X ; G , j s 0, . . . , n. 4.8 . .j j
 .Let P g B X be the projection on Y along Y . Given x g X. Since1 2
Y , Y are invariant under T , we have1 2
TPx s PTPx ; PTx s PT Px q I y P x s PTPx. .
Hence TPx s PTx, that is, T , P are commutative. This implies that the Xj
 .j s 0, . . . , n are invariant under P.
< <We confine our proof to the SDP of the operator T Y . That of T Y1 2
< <is the same. Denote T ' T X , P ' P X , and Z ' P X s X l Y forj j j j j j j j 1
 .j s 0, . . . , n. From 4.7 ,
Y s PX s PX q ??? qPX1 0 n
s P X q ??? qP X s Z q ??? qZ .0 0 n n 0 n
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 .y1Since T , P are commutative by Lemma 4.5, it follows that l y T , Pj j j j
 .are also commutative for l g r T . Hencej
< <s T X l Y s s T X l Y : s T ; G for j s 0, . . . , n. . .  .j 1 j j 1 j j
<T Y has the SDP, as stated.1
  .4THEOREM 4.7. Assume T t is a locally integrable semigroup satisfy-t ) 0
 .ing the equi¨ alent conditions in Theorem 3.6. If T t has the SDP for some0
t ) 0, then the part A9 of A in Z has the SDP.0
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6 and Proposi-
tion 4.6.
5. EXAMPLES
In this last section we present several examples.
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let A be a multivalued linear operator on X. Assume
 4  .that A satisfies R _ 0 ; r A and there exists M ) 0 such that
ynn5 5  4l l y A F M , ;l g R _ 0 . .
Then the part A9 of A in D A has the SDP. .
 .  .y1Proof. Denote R l ' l y A . By Corollary 2.3 and the remark
  ..following Proposition 3.4, X ' Im R l [ ker R l s D A [ A0 is .  . .0
w xclosed. It follows from Y, Theorem 3.2 , that A generates a group
  .4T t on X which is the direct sum of a C group on D A and the .t g R 0 0
 .  . < 5  .5zero group on A0. Let T t ' T t D A for all t g R. Then T t F .0 0
5  .n 5 5  .5 wM. Given t ) 0. From T t s T nt F M for all n g Z and C-F,0 0
x  . 2 .Proposition 5.1.4 , T t is a C C -unitary operator, where C is the unit0 1 1
 .circle on the complex plane. Clearly T t has the SDP. Our Theorem 4.40
implies that the part A9 of A in D A has the SDP. .
w xEXAMPLE 5.2 dL-E-J, Example 4.2 . Let v be a positive continuous
p .function on R and let X ' L R, v ds , 1 F p - `. Define
T t f s ' f s q t , ;s, t g R . .  .  . .
  .4Then A s drds is the generator of the semigroup T t . Note thatt g R
v s y t .
5 5T t s sup . sg R v s .
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for all t g R. Assume that
v s y t . k< <sup s O 1 q t . .sg R v s .
 4for some k g N l 0 . Given t ) 0. Then
n k k5 5 5 5 < < < <T t s T nt s O 1 q nt s O n , .  .  .  . .
w x  . kq2 .since t is fixed. From C-F, Proposition 5.1.4 again, T t is a C C -1
unitary operator, hence it has the SDP. Thus A has the same property by
Theorem 4.4.
The following example shows that there exists a strongly continuous
semigroup so that neither any operator of the semigroup nor its generator
has the SDP.
pw .EXAMPLE 5.3. Let X ' L 0, ` , 1 F p - `. Define
T t f s ' f s q t , ;s, t G 0. .  .  . .
  .4Then T t is a strongly continuous semigroup with generator A 't G 0
 .drds. We show that T t does not have the SVEP for every t ) 0. Given
 . sr t < <  .t ) 0. Define f s, l ' l for s G 0, l y 1r2 - 1r4. Then l ¬ f ?, l
<is an X-valued nonzero analytic function on l y 1r2 - 1r4 and
l y T t f s, l s lsr tq1 y l sqt .r t s 0, .  . .
 .as desired. Hence T t does not have the SDP. Now assuming that A has
w x  .this property, it has the SVEP. From N1, Theorem 1 , T t has the SVEP,
a contradiction.
The following example shows that the SDP of the generator A does not
 .imply the same property of T t for any t ) 0.
w x w x w xEXAMPLE 5.4 G-V-W , S , W-E2 . Let 1 F p - q - ` and let X be
w .the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions f on 0, ` satisfying
1rp 1rq` `2 p qp s5 5 < < < <f ' e f s ds q f s ds - `. .  .H H
0 0
 5 5.Then X, ? is a Banach lattice. Define
T t f s ' f s q t , f g X ; s, t G 0. .  .  . .
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  .4T t is a strongly continuous semigroup on X with generator A 't G 0
w x  .drds. It was shown in G-V-W that r A s C. Hence A has the SDP.
 .Now assume that T t has the SDP for some t ) 0. Given f g X with0 0
 .  .  4compact support. Define a s ' f s q nt for n g N j 0 . Then there isn 0
 .n g N so that a s 0 for n G n . From T t a s a , we have0 n 0 0 ny1 n
n y1 n y1 n y10 0 0a a an n nq1
l y T t s y s f , ;l / 0. . .   0 nnq1 nq1ll lns0 ns0 ns0
  .  4.  < 4Hence f g X T t , 0 . Since the set f f g X, supp f is compact is0
  .  4.   .dense in X and X T t , 0 is closed by the SDP, we have X T t ,0 0
 4. w x 5  .50 s X. On the other hand, it was also proved in G-V-W that T t s 1
  ..   .for all t ) 0. This implies that C l s T t / B and hence X T t ,1 0 0
 4.  .0 / X. The contradiction shows that T t does not have the SDP.0
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